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By Ramesh S. Balsekar

Zen Publications, Mumbai, 2005. Soft cover. Book Condition: New. 23 cms. 132pp. Ramesh S.
Balsekar has authored more than 45 well-known books over two decades. He has always had a
uniquely individualistic approach to spiritual seeking and, in the course of his teaching, he has
developed several unique concepts. For instance, what is the ego He has clarified that ?you cannot
have an ego, from which you seek freedom. You are the ego, the separate entity, the seeker who
seeks the freedom of enlightenment, and finally arrives at the successful conclusion that what he is
actually seeking is freedom from his own sence of personal doership. imilarly, his concepts like the
working mind and the thinking mind, free will and predetermination being not opposites but
complementaries, the difference between witnessing, observing and non-witnessing, biological
reaction and egoic reaction among others have been found most useful by seekers and teachers
alike, all over the world.
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Simply no phrases to clarify. It is really basic but surprises from the 50 percent of the ebook. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Noa h Cum m er a ta  IV-- Mr . Noa h Cum m er a ta  IV

An extremely wonderful ebook with lucid and perfect explanations. I was able to comprehended almost everything using this composed e publication. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- K im ber ly Ca r r oll-- K im ber ly Ca r r oll
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